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Academic Search Ultimate is the world's most valuable and comprehensive scholarly, multi-disciplinary fulltext database, with more than 10,000 full-text periodicals, including more than 9,000 peer-reviewed journals. In
addition to full text, this database offers indexing and abstracts for more than 12,500 journals and a total of more
than 13,200 publications including monographs, reports, conference proceedings, etc. The database features
PDF content going back as far as 1887, with the majority of full text titles in native (searchable) PDF format.
Agricola This database contains bibliographic records from the U.S. Department of Agriculture's National
Agricultural Library. Coverage for AGRICOLA dates back to 1979 and includes more than 2.5 million citations.
The citations are comprised of journal articles, monographs, theses, patents, software, audiovisual materials,
and technical reports related to agriculture. Now a full text database.
Alexander Street provides musical reference material and a library of classical scores
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African American Music Reference
American Song
Classical Music Library
Classical Music Reference Library
Classical Scores Library
Contemporary World Music
Jazz Music Library
The Garland Encyclopedia of World Music

Alt HealthWatch This alternative health database provides full text for more than 140 publications in the
collection, including full text for many peer-reviewed journals. Alt HealthWatch provides in-depth coverage
across the full spectrum of subject areas covered by complementary and alternative medicine dating back to
1990.
American Antiquarian Society (AAS) Historical Periodicals Collection Includes digitized images of the pages
of American magazines and journals documenting the life of America’s people from the Colonial Era through
the Civil war and Reconstruction (published between 1684-1912). More than 10 million pages have been
digitized and the collection contains titles in more than two dozen languages including English, French, German,
Norwegian, Spanish and more.
American Doctoral Dissertations American Doctoral Dissertations is an open-access database built to assist
researchers in locating both historic and contemporary dissertations and theses. Providing researchers with
citations to graduate research across a broad span of time, from the early 20th century to the present, this
database will continue to grow through regular updates and new partnerships with graduate degree-granting
institutions.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers Journals (ASME) Access from 2000 to current issue.
Annual Reviews Archive Annual Reviews offers comprehensive, timely collections of critical reviews written
by leading scientists. Annual Reviews volumes are published each year for 46 focused disciplines within the
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Biomedical, Life, Physical, and Social Sciences including Economics. Snow College has access to most tiles
pre-2014.
Art Full Text Full text and indexing covering periodical literature in art and art-related fields, such as
archaeology. Coverage 9/84- Updated Quarterly
Audiobook Collection A growing collection of online audiobooks. Search, listen to samples, and download your
selection.
Auto Repair Reference Center (ARRC) Repair Procedures, Service Bulletins, Recalls, Wiring Diagrams, and
Labor.
BioOne BioOne is an aggregation of high impact bioscience research journals. BioOne provides integrated
access to a thoroughly linked information resource of interrelated journals focused on the biological, ecological
and environmental sciences.
Biomedical Reference Collection Designed for doctors, research scientist, students and clinical specialists,
this database provides full text for over 100 journals in a variety of areas pertaining to medical study. All titles
included in the Biomedical Reference Collection: Basic Edition are indexed in MEDLINE.
Business Source Premier As the world's largest full text business database, Business Source Premier provides
full text for nearly 3,600 scholarly business journals, including full text for nearly 1,050 peer-reviewed business
publications. Coverage includes virtually all subject areas related to business. This database provides full text
(PDF) for more than 300 of the top scholarly journals dating as far back as 1922. This database is updated on a
daily basis via EBSCOhost.
CINAHL Complete CINAHL Complete is the world's most comprehensive nursing & allied health research
database, providing full text for more than 1,350 journals indexed in CINAHL. This database also provides
indexing for more than 5,200 journals from the fields of nursing and allied health. It contains more than 4.1
million records dating back to 1937
Communications and Mass Media Collection Communications and Mass Media Collection provides access to
academic journals and magazines focusing on all aspects of the communications field. Key subjects covered in
the database include advertising and public relations, literature and writing, linguistics, and more.
Computer Database Computer Database provides access to leading business and technical publications
in the computer, telecommunications, and electronics industries. The database includes computer-related
product introductions, news and reviews in areas such as hardware, software, electronics, engineering,
communications, and the application of technology.
Computer Source Computer Source provides researchers with the latest information and current trends in high
technology. This database offers full text for nearly 300 publications and indexing and abstracts for nearly 450
publications.
Chronicle of Higher Education
Credo Reference Credo Reference is an easy to use tool for research projects and homework. A giant online
collection that searches hundreds of encyclopedias, dictionaries, thesauri, quotations and subject specific titles
as well as 200,000+ images and audio files and nearly 100 videos.
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Criminal Justice Collection Criminal Justice Collection provides access to academic journals and magazines on
topics in criminal justice and related fields. Key subjects covered in the database include law, law enforcement,
security, and terrorism.
CQ Researcher The CQ Researcher explores a single "hot" issue in the news in depth each week. Issues are
available online from October 1991.
Deseret News Daily newspaper from Salt Lake City. Search archives for digitized newspapers.
Digital Theatre Plus A streaming video resource of performances and interviews of a number of classic and
Shakespearean productions, including: a library of award-winning productions to watch in full or break down
by scene, act or speech; and interviews and documentaries featuring the cast and creative teams behind each
production. The resource also provides detailed study guides, authored by experts in the field.
EBSCOhost Multiple databases from EBSCOhost. Academic Search Complete is a good choice for collegelevel research. Other databases related specifically to health, business, and education are available.
EBSCO eBooks Provides access to a collection of about 150,000 eBooks from over 60 publishers, including
Springer, Taylor & Francis and Wiley InterScience. The collection covers a variety of subjects, and allows users
to search, cite, browse, and read the full text of the eBooks online, and in most cases, download eBooks for
offline reading with the “Bluefire App.” For details on downloading eBooks to your mobile device, click here.
Education Full Text Full-text coverage from over 350 journals, in addition to indexing for more than 770
periodicals.
Environmental Studies and Policy Collection Environmental Studies and Policy Collection provides access
to scholarly journals, magazines, and other reference sources covering environmental issues and policies.
The database includes diverse perspectives from the scientific community, governmental policymakers, and
corporate interests.
ERIC ERIC, the Educational Resource Information Center contains more than 2,200 digests along with
references for additional information and citations and abstracts from over 980 educational and educationrelated journals.
Ethnic Newswatch A full-text collection of the newspapers, magazines and journals of the ethnic, minority and
native press.
Facts on File Issues and Controversies With more than 65 years of comprehensive, accurate and focused
coverage of U.S. and international events, written weekly as they unfolded, the Facts On File World News
Digest @ FACTS.com is an ideal tool for researching and teaching about the world we live in.
Films On Demand Films Media Group is the leading source of high-quality video and multimedia for academic,
vocational and life-skills content. Films Media Group serves the education community through its four brands:
Films for the Humanities and Sciences, Cambridge Educational, Meridian Education, and Shopware.
Flipster Access from a browser: Click on the Flipster link to easily access a site where you can browse available
magazines. You can then click on a magazine to view it within your browser. This means you can access
Flipster from any computer, laptop, or mobile device, as long as you are connected to the Internet.
Access through the Flipster app (iOS or Android)
Use the Flipster app, available through the iTunes store for Apple products and on the Google Play store for
Android tablets, to download magazines for offline reading. Simply browse and view magazines through the
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Flipster link on your library’s website, and select the “Open in App” option to download magazines to the app,
where they can be read and managed offline.
Focus 2 Career is a self-guided career, major and education planning system designed to guide you through
the steps of the career planning process. You can use FOCUS 2 at any stage of your education and career
planning according to your personal needs. Start with any feature, repeat a feature if desired and use the
system as an ongoing resource. All your results are saved and accessible in your FOCUS 2 Portfolio.
First-time users/students will be asked to Register and create an account. The Snow College access code is
gobadgers.
Fuente Academica Fuente Academica is a unique collection of scholarly academic journals from renowned
Latin American, South American and Spanish publishers. This database provides full text coverage (including
PDF) for more than 150 scholarly Spanish language journals. Content is provided in Spanish from respected
publishers worldwide.
Funk & Wagnalls New World Encyclopedia This database provides over 25,000 encyclopedic entries covering a
variety of subject areas.
Gale Literary Sources Gale Literary Sources brings together all of Gale's literary databases into one seamlessly
cross-searchable research and study environment. Whether you're researching authors and their works, literary
movements or genres, or trying to find book reviews of bestsellers, you can search across all of your library's
Gale literary databases to find full text of literary works, journal articles, literature criticism and analysis, reviews,
author biographies, and a rich collection of expertly written work overviews.
Gale Research Databases NEW—Fall 2017--This is a large collection of Gale/Cengage research databases.
Opposing Viewpoints, U.S. and World History, Science, Religion, Psychology, Criminal Justice, Business,
Diversity, Pop Culture, Communications, Literature, Culinary Arts and many more subjects are covered.
GenderWatch A full-text collection of international journals, magazines, newsletters, regional publications,
special reports and conference proceedings devoted to women's and gender issues. Contains archival material
dating back to the mid 1970's.
Global Road Warrior Provides information on the countries of the world relating to demographics, business,
social customs, travel information and more.
GreenFILE offers well-researched information covering all aspects of human impact to the environment. Its
collection of scholarly, government and general-interest titles includes content on global warming, green
building, pollution, sustainable agriculture, renewable energy, recycling, and more. The database provides
indexing and abstracts for more than 384,000 records, as well as Open Access full text for more than 4,700
records.
GREENR (Global Reference on the Environment, Energy, and Natural Resources) The Global Reference on
the Environment, Energy, and Natural Resources focuses on the physical, social, and economic aspects of
environmental issues. Topic, organization, and country portals form research centers around issues covering
energy systems, health care, agriculture, climate change, population, and economic development. Portals
include authoritative analysis, academic journals, news, case studies, legislation, conference proceedings,
primary source documents, statistics, and rich multimedia. Use Browse Issues and Topics, World Map, Basic
Search or Advanced Search to explore the database.
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Grove Music Online Grove Music Online is a dynamic online resource and the unsurpassed authority on all
aspects of music. Now available through the Oxford Music Online gateway, Grove Music Online includes the full
text of The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, second edition; The New Grove Dictionary of Opera;
and The New Grove Dictionary of Jazz, second edition. Grove Music Online also includes access to the full text
of the Oxford Companion to Music and the Oxford Dictionary of Music. Note: Grove Music Online is currently
available to one Snow College user at a time.
Health Source - Consumer Edition With Health Source - Consumer Edition you can search for information on
many health topics including the medical sciences, food sciences and nutrition, childcare, sports medicine and
general health. Health Source -Consumer Edition features searchable full text for over 190 journals including
Consumer Reports on Health and Men's Health, as well as abstracts and indexing for over 205 general health,
nutrition and professional health care publications.
Health Source: Nursing/Academic Edition This database provides nearly 600 scholarly full text journals focusing
on many medical disciplines. Health Source: Nursing/Academic Edition also features abstracts and indexing for
nearly 850 journals. This database is updated on a daily basis.
Issues and Controversies on File Explores more than 800 hot topics in business, politics, government,
education, and popular culture.
JAMA (The Journal of the American Medical Association) is a leading peer-reviewed medical journal. It
publishes original research, reviews, and editorials covering all aspects of the biomedical sciences. The library
has access to content from 1998 to present.
JSTOR Provides image and full-text online access to back issues of selected scholarly journals in history,
economics, political science, demography, mathematics, and other fields of the humanities and social sciences.
Consult the online tables of contents for holdings, as coverage varies for each title.
LearningExpress Library This database provides easy-to-use interactive tutorials, e-books and test preparation
practice for academic skills improvement in reading, writing, math, social studies and science. The careerrelated information, test preparation for college admissions, professional career licensing and certification, and
high school equivalency are only a few of the many learning tools available.
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LearningExpress Library Homepage
Career Preparation
High School Equivalency Center
College Admission Test Preparation
School Center
College Students
Adult Core Skills
Recursos Para Hispanohablantes
Popular Software Skills Center

Legal Collection This database contains full text for nearly 250 of the world's most respected, scholarly law
journals. The Legal Collection is an authoritative source for information on current issues, studies, thoughts and
trends of the legal world.
LegalTrac LegalTrac provides indexing and selective full-text for all major law reviews, law journals, specialty
law and bar association journals and legal newspapers. The database offers coverage of federal and state
cases, laws and regulations, legal practice and taxation, as well as British Commonwealth, European Union,
and international law.
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Library, Information Science & Technology Abstracts Library, Information Science & Technology Abstract
(LISTA) indexes more than 600 periodicals, plus books, research reports and proceedings. Subject coverage
includes librarianship, classification, cataloging, bibliometrics, online information retrieval, information
management and more. Coverage in the database extends back as far as the mid-1960s.
The Lippincott, Williams, and Wilkins Nursing Collection This research tool provides current access to three
core nursing journals (American Journal of Nursing, Journal of Nursing Administration, and Journal for Nurses in
Staff Development). Older articles are also available from approximately 150 nursing journals.
LRC - Literature Resource Center Access to biographies, bibliographies and critical analysis of authors from
every age and literary discipline. Literature Resource Center covers more than 90,000 novelists, poets,
essayists, journalists and other writers, with in-depth coverage of 2,000 of the most-studied authors. Search
by Author Name, Title, Genre, Literary Movement or Literary Themes, or combine criteria to create a highlytargeted custom search path.
Mango Have you ever wanted to learn a language? Now you can with Mango Languages! Mango provides
instruction in over 60 foreign languages and 17 ESL/ELL courses. Users can create a "login" so that their
progress is tracked. Interactive lessons allow you to listen and repeat (headphone/microphone needed) after
native speakers. The database emphasizes real-life situations and conversations.
MAS Ultra - School Edition Designed specifically for high school libraries, this database provides full text for
over 500 popular general interest and current events publications with information dating back as far as 1975 for
key magazines. MAS Ultra ? School Edition also provides nearly 550 full text pamphlets, 253 full text reference
books, 88,000 biographies, 83,500 primary source documents, and an image collection of 107,000 photos,
maps and flags. This database is updated daily via EBSCOhost.
MasterFILE Complete Designed specifically for public libraries, this multidisciplinary database provides full text
for nearly 1,950 general reference publications with full text information dating as far back as 1975. Covering
virtually every subject area of general interest, MasterFILE Premier also includes 316 full text reference books,
88,000 biographies, 83,500 primary source documents, and an image collection of 107,000 photos, maps and
flags. This database is updated daily via EBSCOhost.
MedicLatina Medic Latina is a Spanish language collection of medical research and investigative journals
published by renowned Latin American medical publishers. This unique database provides access to full text for
nearly 125 periodicals, including over 50 peer-reviewed medical journals.
MEDLine (medical journal index) MEDLINE provides authoritative medical information on medicine, nursing,
dentistry, veterinary medicine, the health care system, pre-clinical sciences, and much more. Created by the
National Library of Medicine, MEDLINE allows users to search abstracts from over 4,600 current biomedical
journals. Includes data through 11/20/03
Middle Search Plus Middle Search Plus provides full text for more than 150 popular, magazines for middle and
jr. high school research. All full text articles included in the database are assigned a reading level indicator
(Lexiles), and full text information dates as far back as 1990. This database is updated daily on EBSCOhost.
Military & Government Collection Designed to offer current news pertaining to all branches of the military and
government, this database offers a thorough collection of periodicals, academic journals, and other content
pertinent to the increasing needs of those sites. The Military & Government Collection provides cover-to-cover
full text for more than 300 journals and periodicals and indexing and abstracts for more than 400 titles.
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MLA Directory of Periodicals The MLA Directory of Periodicals offers detailed information on over 7,100
journals, with 4,400 currently indexed in the International Bibliography. The detailed entries include editorial
contact information, as well as frequency, circulation, subscription prices and submission guidelines.
MLA International Bibliography MLA International Bibliography is a bibliography of journal articles, books and
dissertations. Produced by the Modern Language Association, the electronic version of the Bibliography dates
back to 1963 and contains over 1.5 million citations from more than 4,400 journals and series and 1,000 book
publishers.
Mountain West Digital Library The Mountain West Digital Library is an aggregation of digital collections from
universities, colleges, public libraries, museums, and historical societies in Utah, Nevada, and Idaho. Hosting
institutions each run servers supporting their own digital collections and support partner institutions by providing
scanning and hosting services. The Mountain West defines the region of contributors, but the content extends
beyond the Mountain West and into different fields.
Naxos Online Music Library Naxos Music Library [NML] is the world´s largest online classical music library.
Currently, it offers streaming access to more than 140,607 CDs with more than 2,176,299 tracks, standard and
rare repertoire. Over 800 new CDs are added to the library every month.
Naxos Online Video Library The world's leading Performing Arts DVD distributor brings you an extensive
streaming video library of classical music performances, opera, ballet, live concerts and documentaries. Watch
the world's greatest opera houses, ballet companies, orchestras and artists perform on demand.
Newspaper Source Plus Newspaper Source provides selected full text for over 180 regional U.S. newspapers,
international newspapers, newswires, newspaper columns and other sources as well as indexing and abstracts
for national newspapers. This database is updated daily via EBSCOhost.
Newswires EBSCO's Newswires provides near real-time access to top world-wide news from Associated Press,
United Press International, PR Newswire, Xinhua, CNN Wire, and Business Wire on a continuous basis. This
content is monitored by EBSCO and relevant results are provided when users enter searches in EBSCOhost.
This collection includes AP Financial News, AP Top News, AP WorldStream, AP U.S. Politics & Government,
AP 50 State Reports, UPI Security Industry, UPI Emerging Threats, UPI Business, UPI Entertainment, UPI
Sports, UPI Top News, Arabia 2000, and more. End users can immediately access the full text of the web
content, by following the link in the record. The index to the full text content in EBSCO Newswires is held for
a rolling 30-day archive by EBSCO, so users can enjoy the previous 30 days of news relating to their search
interests.
New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM) is the world’s leading medical journal and website. Published
continuously for over 200 years, NEJM delivers high-quality, peer-reviewed research and interactive clinical
content to physicians, educators, and the global medical community.
Browse by issue here: https://www.nejm.org/medical-index
New York Times Online For first-time access, go here and follow the steps for creating an account. If you are off
campus users will then go to a login page—use your Banner/Snow College username and password. You will
then see a New York Times registration page—finish creating your account there. You will not have to use the
link provided above after this. Go directly to nytimes.com from any web enabled device and login with the NYT
username/password you created. (Faculty will need to return to here annually to renew access.)
Snow College faculty also have access to additional resources that are designed to help you use our campus
access to NYTimes.com with your students.The New York Times in Education has instructional strategies
and classroom activities designed to support areas of study: American Government, Arts & Visual Culture,
Biology, Business, Campaigns & Elections, Criminal Justice, Environmental Sciences, International Relations,
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Leadership, Macroeconomics, Microeconomics, Population Health & Nursing, Psychology, Religious Studies,
Sociology and Writing & English Composition.
Accessing these teaching resources is easy – simply visit nytimesineducation.com and click link “Register Now”
at the upper right hand corner. From there, follow the instructions to create an account using your @snow.edu
email address.
Nursing Reference Center Plus is a “best practices” resource for nurses and nursing students--includes video
demonstrations and care plans as well as sections on diseases, skills, drugs, management/leadership, patient
education, and continuing education modules.
Occupational Outlook Handbook Information on occupations, employment forecasting, vocational guidance, and
the labor market.
Opposing Viewpoints In Context Opposing Viewpoints In Context is an engaging online experience for those
seeking contextual information and opinions on hundreds of today's hottest social issues. Drawing on the
acclaimed Greenhaven Press series, the solution features continuously updated viewpoints, topic overviews,
full-text magazines, academic journals, news articles, primary source documents, statistics, images, videos,
audio files and links to vetted websites organized into a user-friendly portal experience.
Overland Journeys: Travels in the West, 1800-1880 In the American West, explorers came and went, soldiers
came and went, miners and others came and went. But the settlers came to stay.
Comprised of selections from the microfilm collections “Travels in the West and Southwest” and the “Plains &
Rockies,” this digital collection provides a unique window on Western History.
Oxford Reference is the home of Oxford’s quality reference publishing, bringing together over 2 million entries,
many of which are illustrated, into a single cross-searchable resource. It contains over 300 core academic
dictionaries and encyclopedias.
Pop Culture Collection Pop Culture Collection provides access to scholarly journals and magazines that both
analyze and contribute to popular culture. The database offers useful information for researchers in social
science, history, art or liberal arts courses.
Primary Search Primary Search provides full text for more than 60 popular, magazines for elementary school
research. All full text articles included in the database are assigned a reading level indicator (Lexiles), and full
text information dates as far back as 1990. This database is updated daily on EBSCOhost.
Professional Development Collection Designed for professional educators, this database provides a highly
specialized collection of over 500 full text journals, including nearly 350 peer-reviewed titles. Professional
Development Collection is the most comprehensive collection of full text education journals in the world.
Project MUSE is a leading provider of digital humanities and social sciences content; since 1995, its electronic
journal collections have supported a wide array of research needs at academic, public, special, and school
libraries worldwide. Over 500 journals from leading university presses and scholarly societies are available.
ProQuest ProQuest Newspapers is included, and also includes coverage of over 150 U.S. and international
newspapers. Ninety days of full-text articles to the New York Times and Wall Street Journal are included.
Coverage 01/87-
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ProQuest Newsstand ProQuest Newsstand™ offers access to the full text of over 1300 newspapers, news
websites and blogs from leading publishers throughout the world. The database includes the backfile for most
newspapers, providing access to articles, columns, editorials, obituaries and features published in each paper.
Psychology and Behavioral Sciences Collection This database provides nearly 575 full text publications,
including nearly 550 peer-reviewed titles. Psychology & Behavioral Sciences Collection covers topics such
as emotional and behavioral characteristics, psychiatry & psychology, mental processes, anthropology, and
observational and experimental methods. Nearly every full text title included in this database is indexed in
PsycINFO. This database is updated daily via EBSCOhost.
PsycINFO PsycINFO contains more than 1.8 million citations and summaries of journal articles, book chapters,
books, dissertations and technical reports, all in the field of psychology. Journal coverage, which dates back to
the 1800s, includes international material selected from more than 1,700 periodicals in over 30 languages. More
than 60,000 records are added each year.
Regional Business News This database provides comprehensive full text coverage for regional business
publications. Regional Business News incorporates coverage of 75 business journals, newspapers and
newswires from all metropolitan and rural areas within the United States. This database is updated on a daily
basis.
Religion and Philosophy Collection This database provides extensive coverage of such topics as world religions,
major denominations, biblical studies, religious history, epistemology, political philosophy, philosophy of
language, moral philosophy and the history of philosophy. Religion & Philosophy Collection offers more than
300 full text journals, including more than 250 peer-reviewed titles, making it an essential tool for researchers
and students of theology and philosophical studies. This database is updated daily via EBSCOhost.
Safari Books Online eReference library for programmers and IT professionals including nearly 7000 titles from
the following publishers: O'Reilly,Addison-Wesley, Sams, Prentice Hall, Que, Cisco Press, Microsoft Press,
Peachpit Press, New Riders Publishing, Course Technology, IBM Press, Macromedia, Adobe Press, SAS
Publishing, FT Press, MySQL Press, No Starch, Novell Press, Syngress, Wharton School Publishing.
Saga of the Sanpitch Digitized version of a collection of local literary works from the Sanpete County area.
Science In Context Science In Context is an engaging online experience for those seeking contextual
information on hundreds of today's most significant science topics. The solution merges Gale's authoritative and
continuously updated reference content with full-text magazines, academic journals, news articles, experiments,
images, videos, audio files and links to vetted websites organized into a user-friendly portal experience.
Scopus, the largest curated abstract and citation database of peer-reviewed literature, features smart tools to
track, analyze and visualize research. Updated daily, Scopus delivers the most comprehensive overview of the
world’s research output in the fields of science, technology, medicine, social sciences and arts and humanities.
User guides and tips, title lists, quick tips, and FAQs are available at https://www.elsevier.com/solutions/scopus

SIRS Researcher is a general reference database containing thousands of full-text articles exploring social,
scientific, health, historic, business, economic, political and global issues. Articles and graphics are selected
from 1,500 domestic and international publications. Articles are indexed according to Library of Congress
subject headings and can be printed, saved or e-mailed. Additional content databases include excerpts from
The World Almanac® and Book of Facts 2003, Maps of the World and American Model United Nations. Special
online features include Spotlight of the Month and Today's News.
Snowdrift Snow College Campus Newspaper
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Time Magazine Archive Cover to cover content for Time Magazine dating back to issue number one in 1923
TOPICsearch This current events database allows researchers to explore social, political & economic issues,
scientific discoveries and other popular topics discussed in today's classrooms. TOPICsearch contains full text
for over 64,000 articles from more than 3,000 diverse sources, including more than 1,500 full text periodicals.
U.S. History In Context U.S. History In Context is an engaging online experience for those seeking contextual
information on hundreds of the most significant people, events and topics in U.S. History. The new solution
merges Gale's authoritative reference content with full-text magazines, academic journals, news articles,
primary source documents, images, videos, audio files and links to vetted websites organized into a userfriendly portal experience.
Utah Collections The Utah Collections Multimedia Encyclopedia is a continuing series of CD-ROM volumes as
well as an ever-expanding world wide web site whose contributors include many institutions, organizations and
agencies throughout Utah. This site serves as a storehouse of multimedia items which educators, professors
and students can freely use in lesson plans, reports and projects without fear of copyright infringement. Marriott
Library's Utah Postcard Collection is among the items indexed. Updated: Irregular
Utah Digital Newspapers Marriott Library's new digital newspaper collection.
Utah Newsearch (State Newspaper Archive) Utah Newsearch is a digital newspaper service of the Utah Press
Association. It provides public access to all of Utah's newspapers. Each newspaper is a fully-searchable PDF
that you can print or download. Search all of Utah's newspapers by keyword or filter by newspaper, city, county,
or zip code. Current issues are embargoed for two weeks. Use the "Filter by" option to limit by newspaper, city,
county, etc
Utah State History Publications Utah State History and the Utah State Historical Society have made a variety of
books and periodicals available online. Notable publications include the Utah Centennial County History Series
and the Utah Historical Quarterly.
Vocational and Career Collection Vocational & Career Collection is designed for vocational and technical
libraries servicing high schools, community colleges, trade institutions and the general public. This collection
provides full text coverage for more than 350 trade and industry-related periodicals.
World History In Context World History In Context is an engaging online experience for those seeking contextual
information on hundreds of the most significant people, events and topics in World History. The new solution
merges Gale's authoritative reference content with full-text magazines, academic journals, news articles,
primary source documents, images, videos, audio files and links to vetted websites organized into a userfriendly portal experience

We currently don't have any databases listed that start with that letter . Try searching our main page or do a text
search by hitting 'control and f' simultaneously. Otherwise click here to go back to the top.
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New & Popular Databases. Database Help. What are Library databases and how do I access them? Why can't I access Library
databases? Ask a Librarian. Database Types. Articles and Magazines. Books and Literature.Â Search and read articles from Consumer
Reports using the EBSCOhost database. Provided by the Kentucky Virtual Library. EBSCOhost. Databases Locate databases by title
and description. Journals Find journal titles. UWDC Discover digital collections, images, sound recordings, and more.Â Find databases
subscribed to by UW-Madison Libraries, searchable by title and description. Submit. Browse by Subject/Type. This page contains a
representative list of notable databases and search engines useful in an academic setting for finding and accessing articles in academic
journals, institutional repositories, archives, or other collections of scientific and other articles. Databases and search engines differ
substantially in terms of coverage and retrieval qualities. Users need to account for qualities and limitations of databases and search
engines, especially those searching systematically for records such as in Find databases accessible through the Simon Fraser
University Library.Â Search databases to find journal articles and/or images, music, reports, data, and more. Looking for a specific,
known article or just starting your article search? Try the Library Catalogue. Browse. Browse by subject View NDSU Libraries resources
and services during COVID-19 interruptions here. Home Research Online Databases. Online Databases. All of the online databases are
listed in alphabetical order below. You can also use the menus to search by subject, title or popularity. LegendÂ This database indexes
literature covering the history and culture of the United States and Canada, from prehistory to the present. Dated back to 1910. History.

